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A FASTER, EASIER  
WAY TO LOCALIZE YOUR  

ADOBE EM SITES

CLOUDWORDS FOR ADOBE EM
Cloudwords for Adobe EM is the fastest way to efficiently manage the process of translation for any amount of content  

with in-context preview. Localize more sites, more pages, more frequently and with higher quality than any other approach 

or technology.

BUSINESS-BUILDING BENEFITS

80% faster 
time to  
market

60%  
cost  

reduction

Enhanced  
customer  

engagement

Increased 
worldwide 

revenue

More 
localized 

pages

More consis-
tent brand 

across markets

Global 
demand 
at scale

Once seamlessly integrated, your Adobe EM content is ready to serve content to any market in any language with  

Cloudwords’ industry-leading marketing globalization platform. Select the Adobe EM content you want to localize (sites  

and web pages) and Cloudwords does the rest.

Cloudwords leverages Adobe EM’s native multilingual capabilities. Instead of hosting them, Cloudwords lets you retain full 

control of your sites using your best practices.

In addition, you can easily connect multiple Adobe EM instances to Cloudwords, which routes all communications to  

Adobe EM behind firewall through HTTPS connections.
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EFFICIENCY-CREATING ADVANTAGES
• Deploy global sites in days, not weeks or months

• Maintain message consistency, higher content quality

• Create more global customer touch points at lower cost

• Eliminate error prone manual efforts – no multilingual skills necessary

• Eliminate tedious cutting and pasting

• Reduce stress by leveraging full localization process visibility

Whether going global for the first time, or significantly scaling your international marketing, Cloudwords helps you  
accomplish your goals with less time, effort and expense.
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Combine our versatile cloud  
capabilities with your Adobe EM 
integration, serviced by your  
preferred vendor, to accelerate 
global sites



KEY FEATURES
Cloudwords, the leading cloud-based marketing globalization  
platform, is the only SaaS technology integrated with Adobe EM to  
fully automate the process of getting your sites and content into all 
the languages of your target markets. Optimized for ease of use,  
Cloudwords for Adobe EM provides marketers with a powerful set  
of capabilities to maximize global revenue potential while minimizing 
tedious manual work. 

One click globalization: Cloudwords connectors export all Adobe EM 
assets to Cloudwords, which kicks off necessary localization workflow 
processes, and returns localized content back to the correct  
Adobe EM template 

Full visibility: The status of all localization projects, sub-projects, and 
details is visible from a single, actionable interface

Automatic change detection: Automatically monitor your website 
and submit content for localization whenever it is modified or added, 
eliminating the project management requirements of keeping websites 
in-sync

Enterprise scalability: Cloudwords can scale to handle any volume  
of content to ensure you meet the needs of your global markets 

In-context review: All localized content is automatically merged  
back into Adobe EM ensuring that it can be previewed and reviewed 
in-context

Vendor friendly and agnostic: All Adobe EM content is automatically  
converted to industry-standard formats for content localization,  
and can be sent to any of your preferred vendors or ones from the 
Cloudwords marketplace

Data-driven localization: Cloudwords provides real-time reporting  
on all key metrics: costs, cost savings, time to market, and quality

Process collaboration: Cloudwords provides a single cloud-based  
platform for all users that enables close collaboration for all team 
members via threaded discussions and task assignments

Centralized translation memory: Cloudwords’ OneTM provides a single 
centralized location for all translation memory assets for drastically 
reducing costs and increasing message consistency and quality

Centralized glossaries and style guides: Cloudwords also provides  
a single centralized location for all glossaries and style guide assets  
to optimize term and format consistency and quality

Cloud-based SaaS solution : No IT involvement needed and all  
stakeholders work within the same cloud solution
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WORLD-READY CONTENT 
IN MINUTES

1
Select the Adobe EM assets  
you want localized

2
Choose the languages into 
which you want each asset  
to be translated

3
Voila! Your translated asset 
returns ready to be deployed  
in the right template
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TECHNICAL SPECS

Cloudwords provides the most automated and sophisticated integration with Adobe EM for site globalization. Always easy 
to use, yet massively scalable, Cloudwords supports and maintains all the latest industry standards. 

Latest Adobe EM support: Cloudwords supports the latest versions of Adobe EM and integrates with it seamlessly

Standard XLIFF 1.2 support: Cloudwords provides all output to localization providers in the latest version of XLIFF  
supporting leading CAT tools such as Trados 2014, MemoQ, and Swordfish

Translation Memory management: Cloudwords provides full support for the TMX 1.4b standard, enabling interchange with 
all leading CAT tools and in-application management of your valuable TM assets

World-ready infrastructure: Cloudwords employs the latest Unicode specification to ensure support for all of the  
world’s languages 

Sophisticated workflow: Cloudwords’ workflow engine can support multi-step workflows that vary across projects and 
languages therefore accommodating the needs of the most demanding teams

Scalability: Cloudwords can scale to support thousands of concurrent projects across dozens of vendors for any particular 
client; as a result the platform can support the most demanding enterprise requirements

ABOUT CLOUDWORDS
Cloudwords accelerates marketing globalization at scale, dramatically reducing the cost, complexity and turnaround  
time required for the localization of all marketing content. Cloudwords’ enterprise-ready cloud-based software enables 
organizations to go global faster, engage multilingual audiences more efficiently, and generate increased demand and  
revenue in less time. Delivering strategic integration capabilities for all leading marketing automation and content  
management systems, Cloudwords is integral to the globalization process for Fortune 500 and Global 2000 companies 
worldwide, including Honeywell, Marketo, McDonald’s, SAP, Shazam and Verisign. Visit www.cloudwords.com for more  
information and join the global conversation on Twitter @CloudwordsInc.


